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compared to industry standard led or hmi lights,
regular lights are cheaper, more powerful and easy to
use. we'll be using regular "stage" lights throughout
this series, but if you want to give something like a hot
shoe diffuser a try or want to create the look of an
interview or set visit, a more exotic and expensive
lighting setup is available for you. wider lights are
rarely right for the task, but using narrower light is
similar to using a light meter. you may have to get
used to using your lights in specific positions and
angles, but these are the basic lighting setups and
effects we'll be working with today. for this scene we'll
be using an umbrella lamp and another light that
doesn't follow it, but that's the general idea. it's
important to avoid using the sharpest light source as
possible, because that could dazzle people if
positioned in an obvious place on the monitor. in a real
scene you'd have a strobe light or soft, diffused light
source that further breaks up the shadow and provides
fill. in many cases the final look of a film is dependent
on what the director used, rather than what a scene
requires. for example, a big window being used for a
title sequence will very rarely look right without a desk
lamp putting a specific amount of light on it. but for
this scene we'll be going with an umbrella lamp, which
is great for these situations because it's widely
available and generally pretty cost effective. when
working with light outdoors it's important to reduce
that light by a percentage that corresponds to the size
of the subject in front of you. this is very easy to
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overlook in a big scene, but it's great to remember
when calculating backlights or whether to use
directional lights or a round light. normally for this
style of lighting you'd use one light source going from
side to side or front to back, but for the foreground
and background a double light works great. if you're
using a light dome it's important to keep the fill
slightly above the shadow, otherwise you may end up
with a dark shadow. normally lights don't have
shadows, but if you got a lamp thrower in the scene a
typical rule of thumb is to have the light slightly above
the shadow. this is true for dark scenes as well, but
the shadows will be the darkest around the shapes of
the actors, which is what this shot is about. as such
you'll need to make sure that you place the light
above and slightly off to one side of the shadow, so
that it doesn't end up creating just a dark shape in the
middle of the frame.
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i saw this movie at a theater in my college town. it was
a late showing for a saturday night, and i was only one
of three people in the theater. it was very quiet. when
the movie ended, i was the first one out the theater,

and the line was long. lights out is the big screen,
mainstream version of a famous youtube short about a
female apparition that only appears in the dark. it's a

small scale production that attempts to induce intense
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fear in the viewer, but as somebody with a long history
of horror viewing i must admit that i didn't find it

particularly nerve-wracking despite the proliferation of
jump scares.the film this one most resembles is

darkness falls, a movie i really enjoyed despite the
negative reviews. lights out benefits from some pretty

good performances from the lead actors in their
attempts to sell the story to the viewer; billy burke and

maria bello are fine in small roles, but it's teresa
palmer who handles the brunt of the work. at least the

film focuses on the horror content, and that
consistency works in its favour, although it's inferior in
comparison to something like the excellent it follows.
that doesn't prevent it from being worth a watch for
genre aficionados, however. if youll recall from an

american werewolf in london, werewolves arent really
supposed to be scary. its a genre that revels in the

comedy of the transformation. but that doesnt mean
its not effective. this was a very successful film, as it
was the first werewolf movie to be a box office hit. it

just doesnt have the same broad appeal as something
like jaws or the shining, but it still has some real

scares in it, such as the character of david naughton
and an awesome transformation. 5ec8ef588b
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